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Interesting how one uses the term “settlers”. Seems that at one time or another every part
of this world was “settled” by humans. In what is now the USA our first “settlers” arrived
from Asia-so say the scientists. Moving along in history we realize that our country was
also comprised of Native American peoples-they settled everywhere in North America.
There were hundreds of different American Indian tribes. Each tribe had its own
territory. Tribes had different languages and customs, too. They also had land and
territory battles, not much different than today’s human beings.
If we examine the history of the USA settlers you discover:
•

In 1492, Genoese explorer Christopher Columbus, under contract to the Spanish
crown, reached several Caribbean islands, making first contact with the
indigenous population. 1

•

In the early 1500’s French fur traders established outposts of New France around
the Great Lakes; France eventually claimed much of the North American interior
as far south as the Gulf of Mexico.

•

The first successful English settlements were the Virginia Colony in Jamestown in
1607 and the Pilgrims' Plymouth Colony in 1620. The 1628 chartering of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony resulted in a wave of migration; by 1634, New
England had been settled by some 10,000 Puritans. Between the late 1610s and
the American Revolution, an estimated 50,000 convicts were shipped to
England's, and later Great Britain's, American colonies.2

•

Americans went West and “settled” what is now known as the land west of the
Mississippi. This was at the expense of our North American Americans.

•

This was followed by: The Louisiana Purchase; a series of U.S. military
incursions into Florida led Spain to cede it and other Gulf Coast territory in 1819;
The country annexed the Republic of Texas in 1845.

•

The concept of Manifest Destiny was popularized during this time.3 The 1846
Oregon Treaty with Britain led to U.S. control of the present-day American
Northwest; followed by the U.S. victory in the Mexican-American War resulted in
the 1848 cession of California and much of the present-day American Southwest.

Yes, peoples arrived, fought, worked together, settled if you will over a long period.
Much of the Western development was sponsored by the new USA government who
encouraged their citizens to “Go West young man, go West.” We are not alone in this
kind of history. As you study history and examine the modern world you find there
has been and is currently a shifting of populations (in the millions) around our planet.
It almost seems that it is man’s nature to do so.
However the term “settler” takes on a different meaning given the historical moment
and/or geographical location of people today-take for example Israel. Our current

political situation and how people and organizations choose to portray those who are
“settlers” adds new meaning to the term. It seems that a new standard has been
developed to describe Israeli settlers. Simply stated there have been two types of
settlers here: those who came prior to 1967 to create the state of Israel and those who
were asked by the Israeli government after 1967 to inhabit the disputed territories of
Judea and Samaria. Neither group was received with open arms nor was either group
supported and endorsed by the entire international community-to this day.
Mention the words “settler or settlements” here in Israel and you will definitely spark
some kind of reaction. So much has been written about them why address the topic
now? We have an entire new generation of young people who may or may not
understand the concerns imbedded within these words. Once again politicians on all
sides are using the terms to promote their agenda. Policy decisions that may influence
millions of peoples’ lives are based upon revisionist history, intentionally distorted
facts and ignorance. Therefore, the continuous need to set the record as we believe it
to be.
Who and what are we discussing? Settlers are Israeli citizens choosing to live inside
the disputed territories of Judea and Samaria (J&S). We no longer live in the other
disputed territory known as Gaza. Israel, founded and recognized as a legal country in
1948, has engaged in multiple wars since its inception. Jordan illegally “annexed”
J&S shortly thereafter and held control until we defeated them during the 6-DayWar
in 1967.
There are two conceptual bases for territory entitlement: biblical or international law.
Yes, of course, use of force is a third method for countries to secure more land-this is
not what I am addressing in this paper. Let us focus upon International law as it
attempts to sort out what happened after June 10,1967. Israel had seized the Gaza
Strip, the Sinai Peninsula, the West Bank of the Jordan River (including East
Jerusalem), and the Golan Heights. The Arab nations were beaten in just 6 days. So
what happened “on the ground” in these areas?
•

Jerusalem city borders were “expanded” to include the “old City”. Residents
could choose between Israeli citizenship or permanent residence (allowing
individuals to retain Jordanian citizenship).

•

The Sinai, Gaza Strip, and West Bank were put under Israeli military
occupation-they were not offered citizenship but were granted work permits.

•

Israel left Sinai beginning in 1978, took many years to conclude this process
and the Sinai returned to the country that attacked us-Egypt.

•

In 1980, the Knesset passed the Jerusalem Law making it the eternal and
indivisible capitol of Israel.

•

The Golan Heights Law passed in 1981 granted permanent residence,
citizenship, and ID cards to the residents. The GH was not annexed by Israel.

•

August 2005, Israel left Gaza by forcibly evacuating all Israeli settlements.
Four sites in the ”West Bank” were also evacuated by Israel.

Post 6-Day War, International Law in the form of UN 242 was generated by the United
Nations. This resolution, although only a Chapter VI Security Council document, has
been the basis for both sides of a 51-year debate. Note the language:
1. Affirms that the fulfillment of Charter principles requires the establishment of a
just and lasting peace in the Middle East which should include the application of
both the following principles:
(i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the recent
conflict;
(ii) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and
acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace within
secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force;
2. Affirms further the necessity
(a) For guaranteeing freedom of navigation through international waterways in the
area;
(b) For achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem;
We argue that “from terrtories occupied” does not mean ALL of the territory enabling us
to retain some of the land. The other side does not agree - of course not. We also argue
that “a just settlement of the refugee problem” means to also include the 800,000 Jews
who were dismissed from the Arab countres in which they resided. Furthermore, note that
no mention nor identification of “Palestinian People” is provided in this UN resolution.
As to be expected this resolved nothing. It did however precede another war by the Arabs
in 1973 on Yom Kippur, the highest religious day in the Jewish calendar. Yet another UN
reslution, this time 338. Over the next 20 years Israeli’s enemies woud attempt to
generate more “law” against these so-called settlemnts, e.g., Resolutions 446,452,465,471
to identfy but a few. One should be aware that these resolutions were made under Chapter
VI of the United Nations Charter which relates to the "Pacific Settlement of Disputes"
between parties, and as such have no enforcement mechanisms and are generally
considered to have no binding force under international law.4
Allow me to be blunt and to the point. If you choose to use International Law as the
standard upon which you determine Israel or the Palestinians innocent or guilty, be
advised:
•

Arabs and Jews lived in this disputed land (before sovereign states were
organized) for many, many years-immigration of Jews from around the world
began in earnest in the late 1890’s and early 1900’s

•

In May 1948, Israel declared itself a nation and was so recognized. However
Arabs living within Israel chose to leave or flee-some decided to stay when
multiple Arab nations attacked Israel. These Arabs were part of clans (they had no

nationality)-they dispersed to a variety of Arab countries-many ended up in
Jordan (Transjordan). Most of these Arabs were not granted citizenship in the
Arab countries to which they fled-a notable exception was Jordan. The Arabs who
remained in Israel were granted Israel citizenship-they and they children have all
the same rights as do other Israeli citizens.
•

Judea and Samaria (West Bank) was an area of land belonging to no one after
1948. However, the newly formed country of Jordan (Transjordan) annexed
(illegally) this area and East Jerusalem from 1950-1967

•

After the 6-day war in June 1967, UN 242 began the first of many UN resolutions
to try to resolve the aftermath of this event. So began the use of “International
Law” to justify positions. To use these as evidence of International law is a
stretch. These Resolutions, for the most part, came from Chapter 6 of the United
Nations charter. Translation: these are advisory in nature and have no “legal”
standing in the international community

In perspective
For thousands of years people settled here in the Israeli area. At the very beginning of the
20th Century immigration of Jews from around the world brought even more people
settling the land. Although no sovereign borders existed, the primary European powers,
Englnd and France, controlled the area after the fall of the Turkish Empire. The
International community, in conjunction with England, created the country of Israel. This
was disputed then and to this day by our arab neighbors. Another state for Arabs was
proposed at the same time, but the Arabs decided no thank you. Both sides of this
argument offer historical and biblical evidence that each is entitled to the land. Well,
herein lies the rub!
So, do you rely upon historical/biblical data or International law to determine what land
belongs to whom? The truthof humankind prior to these dates is the stronger party
usually took the land and held onto it as long as possible. It is only as we moved into the
20th century did mankind attempt to “civilize” these war transgressions. From the league
of nations to the Geneva Convention to theUN and its resolutions, we have done our best
to develop a system of equality for all. The basic assumption that this will work is that
all people have the same human beliefs and desire to enact agreed upon laws-we know
differently.
The unspoken truth in today’s politically correct world is that possession is still nine
tenths of the law. Thus Israel finds itself in June of 1967 ,having been attacked by
multiple Arab countries, with newly acuired land, in need of protecting itself. We began a
project to create an outer band of community protection-we asked our citizens to move to
Judea and Samaria. This was not a new phenomenom, so many others engaged in the
same pratice over the past 2,000 years.
“Since the 1967 Arab - Israel War, successive Israeli governments have promoted the
settlement (colonization) of the West Bank and Gaza Strip by Israeli citizens. By 2003,

there were in excess of 200,000 settlers residing in a number of villages and townships
throughout those areas and at least the same number in the suburbs of east Jerusalem.
“The first phase in West Bank settlement activity took place under the Labor
governments that remained in power until 1977. Known as the Allon Plan, after its
initiator Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Allon, the settlement blueprint was a minimalist
one aimed at constructing a line of agricultural settlements along the new eastern border
in the Jordan valley. This was part of a concept that assumed that civilian settlements
contributed to the defensive posture of the country and that it was necessary to
ensure defensible borders between Israel and Jordan. The Allon Plan also proposed
the establishment of additional settlements around Jerusalem and in close proximity to
the Green Line border as a means of ensuring future territorial changes in favor of Israel.
The rest of the West Bank region was deemed unsuitable for settlement because of the
dense concentration of Palestinian population, unlike the Jordan valley, which was
sparsely populated. Allon envisaged a situation in which the rest of the West Bank would
eventually be part of an autonomous area under Jordanian administration and linked to
the Kingdom of Jordan by means of a territorial corridor running from Ramallah via
Jericho (the only major Palestinian population center in the Jordan Valley) to the border
crossings on the Jordan River.”5
Changes after yet another Arab Attack in 1973
The Israeli government encouraged and assisted Israeli citizens to move to the territory
know as Judea or Samaria. This was done for the greater good of Israel and not unlike
those who traveled to Israel some 20-30 years earlier to help create a new Jewish state,
these citizens eagerly took on the challenge. Also gone unspoken all these years is the
sense of “security” those citizens living inside Israel proper really began to feel.
However, this sense began to shift after the Yom Kippur attack in 1973. Israelis, once
again victorious, realized their need for an outer security perimeter.
“Following the Arab - Israel War of October 1973, a new religious nationalist movement,
Gush Emunim ("Bloc of the Faithful"), was established with the objective of promoting
settlement throughout the West Bank and Gaza. They saw this as a means of extending
Israeli control over the whole of the historic Greater Israel ("Eretz Yisrael ha-Shelemah").
They criticized the Allon plan for being minimalist and too compromising in its territorial
claims. Their settlement blueprint was rejected by the Rabin government of the time, but
was later accepted in 1977 following the rise to power of Israel's first right-wing Likud
government under the leadership of Menachem Begin.”6
Curiously these new communities, several of city size, retained the term settlements and
those Israeli citizens courageous enough to move to them were forever more called
settlers. Once this “settlement movement” moved from secular to religious and secular
the terms were retained for political reasons. In the 1980’s this movement took off-all
restrictions and planning regulations were lifted. This allowed suburban communities to
be formed apart from the agricultural and socially controlled smaller communities.
Advertisements for proximity to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem Israelis indicated that Israelis

were now able to build detached houses on large land plots which they received at a low
cost and, at the same time, retain their places of employment in the Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem metropolitan centers. During the 1980s and 1990s, the road and transportation
infrastructure linking Israel to the West Bank was improved, thus enhancing the appeal of
the region for many Israelis who were attracted to settle there for economic rather than
ideological or political reasons. This was all done with the good wishes of our
government. Of course, our enemies did not see it this way and more trouble began.
This is not a treatise any singular event, person, situation or circumstance. Rather, my
intention is to suggest that up to a certain historical timeline, even the Israeli government
promoted the development of communities on land it felt it was entitled to build. It is also
quite accurate to indicate that certain Israelis, public and private figures all did not agree
with this expansion. The arguments continue to this day.
However, for a multitude of reasons, beyond the scope of this piece, I am in support of
much of the community building. Based upon historical/biblical facts coupled with
careful analysis of the International laws being used to justify our actions, I conclude that
we are entitled to some of this disputed territory. There is an urgent need to resolve the
problems and continuing to use the same strategies will not work. Perhaps this is
precisely what the leaders want. As a citizen, I say let’s try another way.
Summary
It is past time to live cooperatively here in the region surrounding Israel. All sides have
justifications for the use of this land. Let’s redesign what “winning and loosing is” in this
conflict. I disagree that we need outside intervention to resolve our arguments; rather I
suggest that all outsiders retreat for 6 months. At the same time, a group of leaders from
Israel and Fatah commit to solving this by starting all over again-no pre-conditions are in
place. Next, agree to use International Law to determine the land entities while using
historical/biblical information for best-case boundaries. An expansion on this subject will
appear in my next paper on this subject. May creative thinkers feel free to share their
ideas-think outside the box.
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